I
have been privileged to give the annual aI-Rail and Ibn SIna memorial talks at the annual IMANA conventions several times. I recall the first time I was invited to give the al-Razi talk, my response wasWho is al-Razi? I state this simply to point out the lack of any education during my medical school training in Kashmir regarding the great scholars like al RazI, Ibn Sina, etc and my guess is that my experience was not at all unique. As I progressed along in my professional academic career in pulmonary medicine, one of my associates, Dr. Ayman Soubani, wrote an excellent paper highlighting the historical fact that Ibn al-Nans had discovered pulmonary and coronary circulation three centuries before Harvey, who is often credited with the discovery of pulmonary circulation (Soubani A, Khan F: The Discovery of Pulmonary Circulation Revisited. Annals ofSaudi Medicine 15:185-186, 1995.) Thanks to the diligence and perseverance of Dr. Husain Nagamia, most IMANA members now know a lot more about the glorious past of Islamic Medicine. The International Institute of Islamic Medicine established and nurtured by Dr. Nagamia has a large collection of excellent material on this topic, including a traveling exhibit.
I am also reminded of the early days of IMANA, when a few of us met with representatives of some Muslim consulates in New York. Dr. Bashir Zikria explained to the various officials: "We want to bring out the buried treasures of Islamic contributions to civilization and expose them to the bright light of the Western civilization." So, it should come as no surprise that JlMA chose this book for review.
BriefDescription ofthe Book:
This easy-to-read lS0-page paperback is a con- History's Black Hole: When we do some reading on the history of human development we find very little written about the time from 300 AC to 1500 AC. These 1,200 years witnessed tremendous advances in social, political, and scientific development during the height of the Islamic civilization, some authors refer to the "omission" of this period from history books as the "History's Black Hole".
Commonalities of Civilizations: Close examination of the Islamic and Western civilizations reveals remarkable similarity and common commitment to social justice, equality, common good, social welfare, political participation, and religious freedom.
First Constitution of an Islamic State: The We also read and learn about the establishment of hospitals both for physical and mental ailments, introduction of residency training, and professional licensure examinations for physicians.
The introduction of the art of paper manufacturing, which the Muslims learned in China and brought to Europe, opened up the field of mass reproduction ofwritten materials and opportunities for education.
This chapter concludes on a rather somber note. The author laments on the current status of Muslim scientists. While the worldwide Muslim population is about 25%, fewer than 1% of the scientists in the world are Muslims. This chapter concludes with a challenge to the youth, particularly in the West, to rise to the occasion and get busy in acquiring knowledge.
Islamic Economic System in the Modern Era: The author draws a distinction between the capitalist, communist and Islamic economic system with a clear understanding that in the Islamic system a moral code has to be incorporated in the business enterprise while in the other systems that is not a requirement. The author makes some very important distinctions between economic growth and economic development and stresses the need for an emphasis on the latter. He laments on the fact that in the U.S. more than $70 billion a year is spent on the criminal justice system. This translates into more than $35,000 per year for each inmate. The chapter is sprinlded with anecdotes from the Prophet's life showing how he stressed work over handouts for those in need. The figures for increasing poverty in the united States are sobering with severe misdistribution of wealth, the rich getting richer and the poor getting poorer. The author concludes with an "out of the box" solution to this disparity. Implementing a zakat model of 2.5% could generate $472 billion, which would pull the 32 million Americans out of poverty within a year.
The final two chapters deal with the need for developing viable financial institutions in United States, which can operate both under American banking regulations and the tenants of the sharf'a.
There is a clear need for new services, new instruments and new institutions in the financial sector.
American Muslims are estimated to number seven million with an annual growth rate of 6%. Their total financial assets are estimated to be more than $100 billion. Their annual expenditure in financial services is estimated to be $16 billion. More than 25% of them earn over $100,000 annually, compared to 15% of the overall U.S. population. More significantly over 65% of American Muslims complete college or graduate degrees. With these enormous advantages, American Muslims have a unique and unparalleled opportunity to take the lead in the third renaissance, a point made in the book's final chapter. (Data about American Muslims provided by Capitas Group -personal communication)
The last chapter lays out a road map and work plan of how American Muslims can get the job done, bring about a third renaissance and the role, which organizations such as AMSSjlMANA need to play in helping accomplish this.
Conclusion
I recommend this very informative book. After absorbing all the information provided in the book you will be able to address the many questions asked by members of other faiths. 
